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KINDERGARTEN 2
LANGUAGE ARTS
The K2 Literacy program introduces the students to a range of story books, where they begin to read and
appreciate literacy and familiarize with different genre. They will also become familiar in the phonetic awareness
of sounds and their most frequent letter association.
Writing: word wall utilizing teaching basic skills and other materials, students will begin to develop an
understanding of the writing process.

MATHEMATICS
Numbers to 100
Addition and subtraction within 20 using manipulative and pictures
Time
Shapes, patterns and symmetry
Write fact families
Length and wright
Temperature
Exploring data
Ordinal numbers and position
Number words
Money
Introduction to multiplication and division

SCIENCE and THEMATIC STUDIES
TREES AND WEATHER: Systematic investigation of trees over the seasons will bring students to a better
understanding of trees’ place at school and in the community. Students will observe day-to-day changes on
weather over the year, as well as the impact weather has on living things.
ANIMALS TWO BY TWO: In four investigations, animals are studied in pairs. Students observe and care for one
animal over time, and then they are introduced to another animal similar to the first but with difference in
structure and behavior.
MATERIALS IN OUR WORLD: In this module, students observe and compare the properties of a variety of kinds
of wood, paper and fabric, and discover what happens when they subject the materials to a number of tests and
interactions.
K2 will incorporate a variety of stories in reading aloud to children and also integrating art activities, morals,
drama, role play, action songs and rhymes.
This will be connected to the science topics of trees and weather, animals two by two and materials around the
world, and numeracy, while doing a comparison between the home and host country.
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